
Privacy Adptor for Wentworth and Corona passage sets.
(Converts a passage set to a privacy function.)

Insert smaller screws into 
outside plate (use parts from 
passage set)

Attach brass posts to smaller 
screws (use parts from 
passage set)

Fit the outside plate onto the 
outside door face with brass 
posts inserted through the latch.

Insert larger screws into the 
inside plate as shown below.

Place inside plate on inside 
door face and secure screws 
into the brass posts.

Select spindle size to suit your 
door (2 size spindles supplied.)
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Parts to use from the Wentworth or Corona 
passage set:

1.  Outside plate (with Emergency release tab)
2. Inside plate (with privacy snib)

4. Emergency Release Bar
3. Spindle - choose size to suit door

5. Larger screws (2 of)

6. Brass threaded posts (2 of)

7. Smaller screws (2 of)

Parts Supplied with the privacy adapter kit:
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Insert spindle through the 
latch and through to the 
outside plate.

On the outside plate, insert the emergency 
release bar all the way through to door so it 
is flush on the outside plate but also 
engages with the the inside plate

Secure the knob backplates by 
rotating them onto the inside and 
outside privacy plates. The knob 
backplates and the privacy plate 
have matching threads.

Check the privacy and emergency release functions:

When the door is snibbed from the inside, both inside and outside knobs are non operational 
(privacy mode).

When the knobs are in privacy mode, you can release the snib by toggling the emergency release tab on 
the outside plate.

Emergency release tab Privacy snib button
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